Alchemical Ritual of Massive Male Reproductive
Enhancement
Items required:
 Alchemist with training in Rituals
 Penis and Testicles of a Minotaur, the
fresher the better
 Sacred Unguents of Grak
 Dryad Saliva
 Unprepared Madweed












Ice Pepper Extract
Water from Lake Nalbendel
Ogre Semen
Ritual Candle
Ritual Knife
Bottle of strong alcohol





Preparation:
Separate the penis from the testicles with the Ritual Knife.
Use the Ritual Knife to remove some of the meat of the
inside of the penis. The goal is to create a meat sheath for
the afflictedÊs own member. Once you have hollowed out the
Minotaur Penis, test it for fit, cast Purify Spirit upon it,
and set it aside.

unguents and the ogre semen with the pulverized testicles in
the Mortar. The mixture should be equal parts. Add a sprig
of unprepared Madweed and continue to mix until you have
a fine paste. Set this aside.
In a purified bottle, mix the dryad saliva and the ice pepper
extract with one cup of Lake Nalbendel water. Set this aside.

Mince the testicles, and then grind them to fine bits in a
Purified ThaumaturgistÊs Mortar. Then mix GrakÊs









The Ritual:
Over a burning Ritual Candle, gently heat the testicle
mixture until it barely begins to bubble. Once it is hot, pour it
into the meat sheath you prepared earlier. Once the sheath is
full, place the afflictedÊs flaccid penis into it, and channel
some magical energy into the sheath.
While it is still hot, a female must move the sheath about
until the afflicted ejaculates into the sheath. Then squeeze
the mixture of pulverized Minotaur testicles, GrakÊs

unguents, and ejaculate into a cup, mix with strong alcohol,
and have the afflicted drink it completely.
Finally, cleanse the afflictedÊs member with the mixture of
water, ice pepper extract and Dryad saliva, and cast Purify
Spirit up on it.
The afflicted should be immediately cured of any male
reproductive difficulties. As a side effect, the newly-cured
male will be extremely turgid and uncontrollably eager to
mate for approximately six hours after drinking.

